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Performance Modeling of Multihop Network Subject
to Uniform and Nonuniform Geometric Traffic

Eric Noel and K. Wendy Tang, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Performance modeling under nonuniform traffic is a
useful tool to validate simulation accuracy and lend insights to re-
alistic implementation of multihop networks. We present memory-
less and independence assumptions based performance models ca-
pable of tracking nonuniform traffic for an arbitrary multihop net-
work with the deflection and store-and-forward routing strategies.
We also include a description of the efficient numerical algorithms,
and provide comparisons to simulation. Our models are a gener-
alization of Greenberg–Goodman, Greenberg–Hajek, Hajek–Kr-
ishna, and Brassil–Cruz models.

Index Terms—Deflection routing, multihop networks, perfor-
mance modeling, store-and-forward routing.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ULTIHOP networks have found applications as
wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM) lightwave

networks [43], [38] and as interconnection networks for multi-
computers [48]. In the former, multihop networks are used as
logical topologies for wavelength assignments of transmitters
and receivers at a node; whereas in the latter, multihop net-
works are used as physical topologies for the interconnection
of multiple processors in a parallel computer system. In both
cases, the number of neighbors at a node is small, and a typical
message must go through a number of hops to reach its desti-
nation, hence the namemultihop networks. Large numbers of
multihop networks have been studied, including the Manhattan
Street [38], the ShuffleNet [53], BanyanNet [54], Toroidal
Mesh, and Diagonal Mesh [55]. In the following we model two
routing strategies for multihop networks:deflection routingand
store-and-forward routing.

Because of its simplicity,deflection routingor hot-potato
routing [5] is a popular routing strategy among multihop net-
works. It is abufferless, dynamicrouting algorithm. Basically,
messages are sorted according to adeflection criterion, such
asageor path length. Those with higher priorities are routed
optimally to the shortest path while those with lower priorities
aredeflectedto nonoptimal links that will lead to a longer path
length. There is no buffer and hence no buffer management at
a node. Performance studies indicate that age-priority-based
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deflection-routing algorithms reduce the maximum delay [23],
[55] when compared to other deflection-routing algorithms.

Contrary to deflection routing, withstore-and-forward
routing [52] deflected packets are temporarily stored in buffers,
so all packets are optimally routed over the shortest path. The
store-and-forward routingstrategy has been applied to packet
networks [52] and interconnection networks for multiproces-
sors [22].

Greenberg–Goodman [21], [20], Greenberg–Hajek [19], and
Krishna–Hajek [32] have developed a performance model for
packet arrivals subject to theindependence and memoryless as-
sumptionsfor uniform traffic and applied to deflection routing
in (respectively) Manhattan Street Networks, Hypercube net-
works, and ShuffleNet Networks. Brassil–Cruz [8], [9] have
extended this model to nonuniform traffic in Manhattan Street
Networks. We generalize this deflection model for arbitrary net-
work topologies, with or without buffers, and with an improved
computational efficiency. Moreover, we extend this model for
the store-and-forward routing strategy.

We focus on performance models which consist of state
equations linking a node’s input parameters to output parame-
ters. When memoryless and independence assumptions apply,
models for symmetric networks and traffic reduce to the anal-
ysis of a single node or a single buffer. Otherwise, additional
state equations linking neighboring nodes are considered.
In either case, the state equations are solved iteratively until
convergence is reached. From the input and output parameters,
steady-state performance parameters such as delay, throughput,
and blocking are derived. Models belonging to this category
may be found in [26], [30], [44] for multiprocessor systems,
and [20], [8], [9], [21] for lightwave networks.

We generalize Greenberg–Goodman, Greenberg–Hajek,
Hajek–Krishna, and Brassil–Cruz independence and mem-
oryless assumptions based models for arbitrary network
topologies, with or without buffers, for both deflection and
store-and-forward routing strategies, and with an improved
computational efficiency.

We concede that our packet arrival model (limited by the in-
dependence and memoryless assumptions) does not represent
bursty arrivals which is more common in communication net-
works [17]. Moreover, because simultaneous arrivals in buffers
result in bursty traffic, we expect our store-and-forward model
to degrade with increasing traffic load, as was noted in [57].

This article is composed of the following sections: Section II,
where we present our network model; Section III, where we de-
rive the models fordeflection routingwith and without input
buffers (extended version of [46]); Section IV, where we derive
the models forstore-and-forward routingwith finite and infinite
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Fig. 1. Node model.

buffers; and Section V, where we compare our models to simu-
lation.

II. NETWORK MODEL

For each model, a network consists of a set of nodes con-
nected by zero delay links. As shown in Fig. 1, each node
consists of a traffic extractor, receive buffers (Rx buffers,
tagged 1 to ), a switching fabric, and transmit buffers
(Tx buffers, tagged 1 to ). The traffic extractor diverts transit
packets which arrive at destination to the local station, so
these packets never occupy the receive buffers. The switching
fabric maps packets from receive buffers to transmit buffers.
Depending on the model, buffer size ranges from 1 to infinity.
Time is slotted and synchronized so that all nodes receive and
transmit packets simultaneously. Each time slot is decomposed
in two phases: a switching phase (packet switched from Rx
buffers to Tx buffers), and a transmit phase (packets sent from
Tx buffers to Rx buffers).

Attached to each node is a local station which can accept
up to packets in the same time slot. Packet generation fol-
lows a Bernoulli process defined by the probabilities the local
station creates a packet to destination nodes in the next time slot
(geometric inter-departure times). Transit packets (packets for-
warded by neighboring nodes) have priority over local packets
(packets created by the local station). So, a local packet can enter
node Rx buffer only when strictly less than transit packets
enter node ; otherwise the local packet is blocked for buffer-
less models, or queued (in the local Tx buffer tagged 0) for the
other models.

III. D EFLECTION MODEL

A. Routing Algorithm

The switching fabric associates every received packet
with a set of preferred outgoing links based on the shortest
path [13] to the desired destination. The set of preferred
outgoing links is empty when all outgoing links result
in the same path length. The rule used by the switching
fabric to map packets from receive to transmit buffers is
age-priority based (the age of a packet corresponds to the
number of time slots it has been circulated): first choice is
given to the oldest packet with a nonempty set of preferred

outgoing links. (Twin packets, or packets with equal age, are
randomly sorted.) When a packet set of preferred outgoing
links overlaps with one or more younger packets sets of
preferred outgoing links, thecontention resolution algorithm
described below is invoked. Otherwise, an outgoing link is
randomly selected out of the set of preferred outgoing links
and the packet is switched to the corresponding transmit
buffer. Once all packets with nonempty set of preferred
outgoing links have been serviced, packets with an empty
set of preferred outgoing links are randomly assigned an
outgoing link from the unselected outgoing links.

The contention resolution algorithmis applied every time
the packet being mapped from receive to transmit buffers (also
called the contending packet) has its set of preferred outgoing
links overlapping with one or more younger packet’s preferred
outgoing links. The algorithm consists of first creating a deflec-
tion set composed of outgoing links preferred by the contending
packet and by the least number of younger packet(s). Then, an
outgoing link is randomly selected out of the deflection set and
assigned to the contending packet.

B. Steady-State Probabilities

For expository convenience, we have included in Table I the
nomenclature of parameters used here. For any node, we con-
sider packet , also denoted by , of destination node
and age . To calculate the probability that
packet leavesnode on link in the next time slot,
we first evaluate the probability that a packet destined to node

of age exits on link in the next time slot, conditioned
by the event that packets are present in nodereceive buffers
(represented by ). Then, applying the total probability the-
orem we obtain

Packet
exits on link
in next time slot

(1)

where represents all
packet age combinations,
represents all packet destination combinations, and

represents all packet in-
coming link combinations.

We compute the conditional probability in (1) by con-
structing the recursive function
for . Qualitatively, for , the function
computes the product of the probabilities that packets older
than packet (packets indexed to ) are not
assigned outgoing link , multiplied by the probability packet

is assigned outgoing link .
More precisely, let node receive buffers be occupied by
packets

with respective set of preferred outgoing links
and such that the age of these packets

are sorted with being the oldest packet, i.e.,
. Also, define for each

packet , as the deflection set (set of outgoing links
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TABLE I
NOMENCLATURE OFPARAMETERS USED IN THE DEFLECTION-ROUTING

MODEL FORSTEADY-STATE PROBABILITIES

also preferred by younger packets), and as the set
of outgoing links preferred by packet but not any
younger packets. Assuming packet arrivals to the same
node are independent of one another and of the state

of neighboring nodes (independence and memoryless
assumptions), for we define the
function to be equal to

if
or

if

if

if

(2)

That is, if packet has an empty set of preferred
outgoing links (case ), we set to one its probability
of not being assigned link prior to packet being
assigned a link (packets with empty set of preferred outgoing
links are assigned an outgoing link last). Note that if packet

also has an empty set of preferred outgoing links,
in effect, we defer calculating the probability that packet

is not assigned link until we calculate the prob-
ability that packet is assigned link (see below,
case ). When is not empty and does not contain

(case ), the probability packet
is not assigned link is also one. If contains (case

), the probability packet is not assigned
is one minus the probability to randomly choose link in

. When is empty, we follow the contention resolution
algorithm and construct the deflection set. If contains

(case ), the probability packet
is not assigned is one minus the probability to randomly
choose link in . Since this assignment is random and
changes the set of preferred outgoing links of one or more
younger packets (of indices ), we must sum over all
possible ways that packet is not assigned link
( possibilities). Similarly, if does not contain
(case ), because the random assignment
of an outgoing link in changes the set of preferred
outgoing links of one or more younger packets, we must
sum over all possible ways that packet is assigned
a link in ( possibilities). The variable represents
packet outgoing link assignment (theth element
in ). It is also used to indicate that one or more younger
packets have its set of preferred outgoing links changed by
packet assignment:

if the element
in ,

the t
element in otherwise.
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When , the recursive function stops with the expression
given by

if
if

if ,

otherwise,

(3)

where is the number of outgoing links not assigned to
packets older than , and is the number of packets
with an empty set of preferred outgoing links and older than

.
In (3), when is nonempty and contains (case ),

the probability that is assigned to packet is one over
the size of set (random assignment). When is empty and
the deflection set contains , the probability that is as-
signed to packet is one over the size of set (random
assignment). When is empty (case ), the probability
link is assigned to packet is the probability that the

packets with empty set of preferred outgoing links and older
than packet are not assigned to link , times the prob-
ability packet is assigned link , randomly selected
out of the remaining links.

So, assuming packet arrivals to receive buffers are indepen-
dent of one another, and of the state of neighboring nodes (inde-
pendence and memoryless assumptions), the conditional prob-
ability in (1) is . When twin
packets are present, to calculate the conditional probability in
(1), we calculate for each twin
packet permutation, and take the average (twin packets are ran-
domly sorted).

To compute the second term of (1), let packets
arrive to node

receive buffers from respective input links .
Then, assuming packet arrivals to the same node are indepen-
dent, the probability that only this combination ofpackets
enter node Rx buffers is

(4)

where represents all
sets such that for .

represents all
sets such that for

. represents
all permutations of .

represents all possible age values
the local packet can be (when there is no input buffer, the
only possible value is 0). And

represents all possible destination values the local packet can
have.

The first term of (4) represents the probabilitypackets enter
node receive buffers. The second term represents the proba-
bility the remaining receive buffers are empty. And the
third term represents the probability nodedoes not generate a
local packet. Note that if all receive buffers are full ( ),
the second and third terms are removed (recall transit packets
have priority over local packets). Also, if a local packet is re-
ceived ( ), the third term is removed.

When a finite input buffer is used, we must derive the steady-
state probabilities associated with buffered local packets. Only

, the probability that node local station transmits a
new packet, and , the probability exactly transit packets
enter node are needed.

We define the probability node creates packets in the
next time slot by

if

if

else

(5)

where .
Next, we consider the phase where local packets enter the

local buffer. During this phase, the evolution of the local buffer
depends upon the local station

if

if

if

(6)

where is the maximum local buffer size.
To account for local packet arrivals, for the phase where local

packets enter the local buffer, the queued packets are updated as
follows:

if

if

(7)

where and . Note,
if .

So the probability for the local Tx buffer to send a local packet
to node Rx buffers is

(8)

During the phase where local packets depart from the local
buffers, we know that packets can leave the local buffer only if
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transit packets are received. So, for the finite buffer case,
the local buffer evolves as follows:

if

if

if
(9)

And the queued packets become

if

if

(10)

To model infinite input buffers we set to a “large” value.

C. Model Implementation

Our model can accommodate arbitrary network architectures
and traffic patterns. Its inputs are thenetwork connectivity ma-
trix, traffic pattern, preferred outgoing links matrix, thespeci-
fied accuracy, and theinput buffer length.

As mentioned, evaluation of the steady-state probabilities is
iterative. At each iteration, using (1), we compute the output
probabilities for every node. Then, we set the input probabilities
to the respective output probabilities of the connected nodes
(node is connected to neighboring nodevia output link

or input link ) while incrementing packet age. Once the
change in link utilizations from one iteration to the next is
less than the specified accuracy, the iteration stops and we
declare convergence to be reached. Furthermore, to reduce
the total number of operations, we only consider packets with
nonnull state ( ). Hence, (1) summation over all
possible packet age, destination and incoming link is reduced
to a summation over all combinations of incoming packets with
nonnull states. This is achieved by incorporating event-driven
simulation techniques to our model implementation: an event
queue to schedule packet departures, and link-lists to keep track
of packets with nonnull states.

To describe the steps followed in our model implementation,
we consider a node with nonempty receive buffers at iteration
. Then, using (1), we compute the probability () for each re-

ceived packet to enter every neighboring node in the next iter-
ation. Next, we send the received packets to every neighboring
node for which is nonzero. In other words, our model allows
for a packet with multiple preferred outgoing links to be for-
warded to more than one neighboring node at the next iteration
(contending packets permitting). Consequently, more than one
packet may enter the same receive buffer during the same time
slot, and each such packet represents a possible outcome. When
using (1) to compute the output probabilities, we limit the set
of combinations ( , , and ) to the packets in the receive
buffers. To apply these steps to all nodes, we use an event queue,
equivalent to the one used for scheduling packet departures in

event-driven simulations. Lastly, to achieve additional speed-up,
we always use the most recently updated receive buffers.

IV. STORE-AND-FORWARD MODEL

A. Routing Algorithm

As with the deflection model, the switching fabric associates
every received packet with a set of preferred outgoing links
based on the shortest path [13] to the desired destination. The
rule used by the switching fabric to map packets from receive to
transmit buffers is also age-priority based. Packets are sorted
by decreasing age order (twin packets are randomly sorted),
starting with the oldest packet, an outgoing link is randomly se-
lected out of its set of preferred outgoing links and the packet
is switched to the corresponding transmit buffer. If the selected
transmit buffer is full (finite buffer model), the packet is blocked
and lost.

B. Steady-State Probabilities

For expository convenience, we have included in Table II the
nomenclature of parameters used here. In the following, we do
not repeat the derivation of the steady-state probabilities asso-
ciated with buffered local packets [ and ]
since it has been done in the deflection model section (Sec-
tion III-B).

To calculate the output probabilities ’s, let packets ar-
rive to node at the beginning of a time slot. Define these
packets by and assume their
respective input links to be . Assuming packet
arrivals to the same node are independent, the probability this
combination of packets enter nodeRx buffers is [as in (4)]

(11)

where represents all
sets such that for .

represents all
sets such that for

. represents
all permutations of .

represents all possible age values
the local packet can be (when there is no input buffer, the
only possible value is 0). And
represents all possible destination values the local packet can
have.

Next, assuming selection of an outgoing link from the set
of preferred outgoing links is random and independent of Tx
buffer states, we calculate the probability given that exactly

packets, taken from the packets in the receive buffer and
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TABLE II
NOMENCLATURE OFPARAMETERS USED IN THE STORE-AND-FORWARD

MODEL FORSTEADY-STATE PROBABILITIES

combined in decreasing age order, are switched to output buffer
:

(12)

where , represents the sets of outgoing links pre-
ferred by the packets, , represents the sets
of outgoing links preferred by the packets, and

if
else.

To calculate the probability packets are switched to Tx
buffer , we apply the total probability theorem

(13)

where the summation over represents all possible sizesets
of incoming packets.

Next, we calculate the probability output buffer is of
length after switching packets from nodeRx buffers to node

Tx buffers:

if

else

(14)

where is the transmit buffer maximum size. Note that we
calculate this probability by decreasingorder.

After switching packets from nodeRx buffers to node Tx
buffers, probabilities of packets arriving or queued in Tx buffer

are updated as follows ( ):

if

else

(15)

where the summation over represents the summation
over all (combination of incoming packets) and (subset
of incoming packets switched to) that contains packets of age

, of destination , and of position in the ordered set
(decreasing age order). Note that if .

Finally, the probability for a packet to exit nodeTx buffer
after switching packets from Rx buffers to Tx buffers is

(16)

After packet departure from Tx buffers, we remove level 1 of
Tx buffers, so the buffer and queued packet probabilities evolve
as follows:

if

if

if

if

(17)
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C. Model Implementation

The implementation of the store-and-forward routing model
is very similar to the one for the deflection model. The same
inputs are used, multiplication of packets faced with more than
one preferred outgoing link also occurs, and an event queue is
used to schedule departures of packets with nonnull states.

As with the deflection model, we use an iterative procedure
to solve for the output probabilities and the buffer state proba-
bilities. Consider a node with receive buffers of nonzero state
probabilities [ ] at iteration . In the first phase of
our implementation, we extract all possible combinationsof
packets located in the receive buffers and the bottom-most local
Tx buffer [ and ]. Then, for each such com-
bination, we calculate all -subsets of (noted ) that can
be switched to outgoing link [ ]. Each packet
within is assigned the state probability .
After sorting the packets in by descending age order, we
combine them with Tx buffer states (buffers of size ranging
from 0 to , where each size represents a possible outcome)
and update the buffer and packet probabilities following (14)
and (15). While repeating this procedure for each combination

, we update . At the end of iteration, we forward all
packets in the bottom-most level of the Tx buffers to their neigh-
boring nodes, and we remove the bottom-most level of all Tx
buffers (so that output probabilities become input probabilities
of neighboring nodes).

Because departure of packets from the local Tx buffers de-
pends on transit packets, we handle the local Tx buffers dif-
ferently. At the beginning of iteration, before constructing

’s, we update the local Tx buffer to account for the local sta-
tion following (7) and (6). And when a new packet is created
( ), we append it to the local Tx buffer states
(buffers of size ranging from 0 to , where each size repre-
sents a possible outcome). Finally, the last operation during it-
eration consists of updating the local Tx buffer to account for
local packet departure (bottom-most level is removed) and local
packet queueing (the age of all buffered packets is incremented
by one) as shown in (10) and (9).

V. COMPARISON TOSIMULATION

In this section, we compare our models to simulation for a
few traffic patterns and network topologies. We begin by intro-
ducing the simulation model (Section V), the performance met-
rics (Section V-B), and the multihop networks under test (Sec-
tion V-C). Then, in the remaining sections, we make the com-
parison for uniform traffic (Section V-D), single node accumu-
lation traffic (Section V-E), and random traffic (Section V-F).

A. Simulation Model

We developed an event-driven simulator that implements
our network model (presented in Section II), with either the
deflection-routing algorithm (presented in Section III) or the
store-and-forward routing algorithm (presented in Section IV).
As with the models, we used geometric distributions to generate
interdeparture times.

For each traffic and network type, the simulation results were
estimated from ten independent runs of 200 000 departures each

(statistics associated with the first 50 000 departures were dis-
regarded). The resulting performance parameters were averaged
over the ten replications and a 95% confidence interval (interval
around the sample mean that captures 95% of the samples) was
constructed by assuming the normalized error to be-distributed
[33].

B. Performance Metrics

From the steady-state probabilities, we derived the following
performance metrics: the blocking probability (the proba-
bility that a packet fails to arrive at its destination), the delay
distribution (the probability that a packet arrives to its
destination node in hops), the mean delay , the buffer
queue length distribution , the mean buffer queue length

, the outgoing link utilization (the probability
that a packetexitsnode on link in the next time slot), the
incoming link utilization (the probability that a packet
entersnode on link in the next time slot), the outgoing
packet rate (the number of packetsexiting node in the
next time slot), and the incoming packet rate (the number
of packetsentering node in the next time slot). They are
summarized as follows:

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

To compare model and simulation for all parameters but delay
and queue length distributions, we used the 95% confidence in-
terval. For the delay and queue length distributions, we calcu-
lated the relative error defined by

where is the distribution derived from simulation (histogram
averaged over each simulation replication), andis the number
of terms in the summation.
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Fig. 2. Example of a 4� 4 Manhattan Street Network, a 3� 3 Toroidal Mesh
Network, and a (2, 2) ShuffleNet Network.

C. Networks Under Test

To compare our models to simulation, we use the Manhattan
Street Network [38], the Toroidal Mesh Network [7], and the
ShuffleNet Network [1] (see Fig. 2).

The Manhattan Street Network is a degree 2 directed mesh
connected network, with its links resembling the one-way
streets and avenues of Manhattan (even number of rows and
columns). The Toroidal Mesh Network is a degree 4 network,
similar to the Manhattan Street Network except that all its
links are bidirectional. And the ShuffleNet Network
is a degree unidirectional cylindrically connected Omega
network.

The diameters (longest distance between two nodes) of an
rows by columns ( ) Manhattan Street Network ( ),

Toroidal Mesh Network ( ), and Shuf-
fleNet Network ( ) are ([11], [55], [2], respectively)

if mod
mod

else

Note that because our models implementations are indepen-
dent of network topologies, our naming convention of nodes
does not necessarily take advantage of topology symmetries.
However, our definitions for adjacent nodes are equivalent to
the ones described in [38] for the Manhattan Street Network,
[7] for the Toroidal Mesh Network, and [1] for the ShuffleNet
Network.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Definition of connected neighbors. (a) Manhattan Street Network and
Toroidal Mesh Network. (b) ShuffleNet Network.

For both the Manhattan Street Network and the Toroidal
Mesh Network, neighboring nodes are defined by (see Fig. 3)

In addition, for the Manhattan Street Network, the direction of
connections is defined by

if mod
if mod
if mod
if mod

Whereas for the ShuffleNet Network, adjacent nodes are
defined by (see Fig. 3)

if

else.

D. Uniform Traffic

With uniform traffic, all nodes within the network transmit
packets to all other nodes with the same probability. And when
applied to symmetric networks, uniform traffic allows us to re-
duce our models to the analysis of steady-state probabilities for
a single node (say node 0). As shown in Fig. 4, this is done with
the relabeling operator [38] which maps packets exiting
node 0 and entering node at iteration (identified in terms
of age , destination , and output probability ) into packets
entering node 0 from node at iteration [of age in-
cremented by one and destination transformed by the relabeling
operator ].

Using the coordinate systems defined in Fig. 4, let
and in coordinate system .

The operator maps the coordinates of from
to as follows:

(27)
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Fig. 4. Application of the relabeling operator.

TABLE III
COMPARISONBETWEEN THEMODELS AND SIMULATION (NUMBERS IN

PARENTHESIS WITH95% CONFIDENCEINTERVAL) FOR A 8� 8 MANHATTAN

STREET NETWORK SUBJECT TO THEUNIFORM TRAFFIC PATTERN. (p :
BLOCKING PROBABILITY , � : MEAN DELAY, LOCAL � : MEAN QUEUE

LENGTH OF THELOCAL Tx BUFFER, TRANSIT � : MEAN QUEUE LENGTH OF

THE TRANSIT Tx BUFFERS, U : OUTGOING LINK UTILIZATION )

For the Toroidal Mesh Network , and for the Manhattan
Street Network, is defined as follows:

if mod mod
if mod mod
if mod mod
if mod mod

(28)

The network tested was a 88 Manhattan Street Network
where each of the local stations transmitted packets with prob-
ability 63/1000. In Table III, we compare the models and the
simulation blocking probability, mean delays, and outgoing link
utilization. In Fig. 5 we compare the models and the simulation
delay histograms (relative error of5% for each histogram),
and in Fig. 6 we compare the models and the simulation queue
length histograms (relative error % for the local queue
length and % for the transit queue length). We found good
agreement between the model and simulation. Note that for the
buffered deflection model and the store-and-forward model, the
blocking probability ( ) calculated with our model is less than
the convergence bound of (or below the model accuracy),
which is consistent with our simulation results where packets
were never blocked.

As noted in [49], addition of input buffers to deflection
routing significantly improves blocking at a negligible penalty

Fig. 5. Delay histograms for a 8� 8 Manhattan Street Network subject to the
uniform traffic pattern (continuous: model, dashed: simulation).

Fig. 6. Queue length histograms for 8� 8 Manhattan Street Network subject
to the uniform traffic pattern (continuous: model, dashed: simulation).

in delay and link utilization. Since with store-and-forward
routing, the penalty for conflicting packets is queueing (mean
queue length is 0.167) as opposed to deflection (maximum
penalty of four hops for the Manhattan Street Network [38])
delay is noticeable lower for the store-and-forward routing.

E. Single Node Accumulation

The single node accumulation traffic pattern corresponds to
all but one node transmit to the same node at a rate of .
This traffic pattern corresponds to the scenario where all nodes
of a multiprocessor system send messages to a single node, as
found in applications such as relaxation iterations [6]. The net-
work tested was a 9 11 Toroidal Mesh Network, and the node
accumulation was node 49.

In Table IV, we compare the models and the simulations
blocking probability, mean queue lengths, mean delay, and
outgoing link utilization. For the blocking probability, our
models predict values less than the convergence bound of
(or below the model accuracy), which is consistent with our
simulation results. For the local mean queue length, all queues
had the same value so we used node 0. For the transit mean
queue length, we considered the queue with largest value (node
50, out going link 2). In Fig. 7, we compare the models and the
simulation delay histograms (relative error of % for each
histogram). In Fig. 8, we show the queue length histogram of
node 50, outgoing link 3 Tx buffer for the store-and-forward
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE MODELS AND SIMULATION (NUMBERS

IN PARENTHESIS WITH 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL) FOR A 9 � 11
TOROIDAL MESH NETWORK SUBJECT TO THESINGLE NODE ACCUMULATION

TRAFFIC PATTERN. (p : BLOCKING PROBABILITY , � : MEAN DELAY,
LOCAL max� : MAX MEAN QUEUE LENGTH OFLOCAL Tx BUFFERS,

TRANSIT max� : MAX MEAN QUEUE LENGTH OFTRANSIT Tx BUFFERS,
maxU : MAX OUTGOING LINK UTILIZATION .)

Fig. 7. Delay histograms for a 9� 11 Toroidal Mesh Network subject
to the single node accumulation traffic pattern (continuous: model, dashed:
simulation).

model (relative error of %). In Fig. 9, we show the in-
coming and outgoing packet rates for each model. We found
good agreement between the model and simulation.

Since no blocking was experienced, the effects of adding
input buffers did not result in any noticeable performance
improvements. Moreover, we did not see noticeable differences
between deflection routing and store-and-forward routing. This
is because with deflection routing the deflection frequency was
low (maximum deflection probability , with a maximum
penalty of two hops) and with store-and-forward routing, the
deflection penalty was also low (maximum mean queue length

).

Fig. 8. Queue length histograms for a 9� 11 Toroidal Mesh Network subject
to the single-node accumulation traffic pattern (continuous: model, dashed:
simulation).

Fig. 9. Outgoing and incoming packet rate for a 9� 11 Toroidal Mesh
Network subject to single-node accumulation traffic pattern (same results for
deflection and store-and-forward routing).

F. Random Traffic

We use a random traffic pattern to confirm our models can
be used for arbitrary traffic patterns. The random traffic pat-
tern was created by assuming each active source sends a packet
with probability 1/2, and each source and destination pair to
be active with probability 12/10 000. The network tested was
a (3, 3) ShuffleNet Network, and our random traffic pattern re-
sulted with the traffic matrix shown in Table V.

In Table VI, we compare the model and the simulation mean
delay, blocking probability, mean queue lengths, and outgoing
link utilization. For the maximum local queue lengths we used
node 0, and for the maximum transit queue length we used node
48, outgoing link 2. In Fig. 10 we compare the model and the
simulation delay histograms (relative error of20% for each
histogram). And in Fig. 11 we compare the model and the sim-
ulation queue length histograms (relative error of40%). We
found the agreement between the model and simulation to be
not as good as with the previous traffic patterns.

We found that addition of input buffers to deflection routing
improved blocking. Also, we did not find significant differences
between deflection routing with input buffers and store-and-for-
ward routing.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we presented two performance models for
multihop networks under nonuniform traffic pattern. The
models are a generalization of Greenberg–Goodman and
Brassil–Cruz models which were designed specifically for
Manhattan Street Networks [20], [8]. Our model, on the
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TABLE V
TRAFFIC MATRIX FOR THE RANDOM TRAFFIC PATTERN

TABLE VI
COMPARISON BETWEEN THEMODELS AND SIMULATION (NUMBERS IN

PARENTHESIS WITH95% CONFIDENCEINTERVAL) FOR A (3, 3) SHUFFLENET

NETWORK SUBJECT TO THERANDOM TRAFFIC PATTERN. (p : BLOCKING

PROBABILITY , � : MEAN DELAY, LOCAL max� : MAX MEAN QUEUE

LENGTH OFLOCAL Tx BUFFERS, TRANSIT max� : MAX MEAN QUEUE

LENGTH OF TRANSIT Tx BUFFERS, maxU : MAX OUTGOING LINK

UTILIZATION )

Fig. 10. Delay histograms for a (3, 3) ShuffleNet Network subject to the
random traffic pattern (continuous: model, dashed: simulation).

Fig. 11. Queue length histograms for a (3, 3) ShuffleNet Network subject to
the random traffic pattern (continuous: model, dashed: simulation).

other hand, can be applied to an arbitrary network topology
of arbitrary degree. Furthermore, by considering packets
with nonnull states only, our model is computationally more
efficient than Greenberg–Goodman and Brassil–Cruz direct
implementations.

As an application, we compared our models against simula-
tion for a 8 8 Manhattan Street Network subject to uniform
traffic, of a 9 11 Toroidal Network subject to single node ac-
cumulation traffic, and of a (3, 3) ShuffleNet Network subject
to random traffic. We found the model provides good agreement
with simulation.

By incorporating event-driven simulation methodology and
considering packets with nonnull states only, our model imple-
mentations have an improved time efficiency. For example, with
the 8 8 Manhattan Street Network, our model provides sev-
eral orders of magnitude run time improvement over the Green-
berg–Goodman and Brassil–Cruz implementations.
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